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Abstract
We present our approach for annotating
a large collection of non-standard multimodal data. Its automatically created silver standard annotations lack the quality of
their manual counterparts but will be enriched with confidence estimations which
allow an assessment of an annotation’s expected correctness. For this we first aim
at providing many different annotation layers with multiple concurrent annotations.
The approach is exemplified on a collection
of German radio interviews and their transcripts. Finally we argue for inclusion and
consideration of a tool’s own confidence
values in annotations and research.

1

Introduction

Non-standard data is data which is not typical for
a specific application or line of research. And
since in text and speech processing, many tools
nowadays work well on their typical data, time has
come to take the next logical step towards other
domains, modalities, languages, registers and time
periods. This includes of course the handling of additional phenomena. Switching the domain might
change the vocabulary and switching the modality might blur the basic structure of processing,
e.g. when a parser which bases its analysis on
the unit of a sentence is applied to spontaneous
speech. Amongst others, shared tasks have fostered the development of approaches to domain
adaptation (Petrov and McDonald, 2012), and the
development of approaches that can be applied to
several languages (Seddah et al., 2014).
For many tools, a set of high-quality annotated
data is needed to train them on, or be adapted to.
For German, the NoSta-D corpus (Dipper et al.,
2013) provides a collection of non-standard data,
including historical data, chat data, learner data, literary prose and spoken data from a map task. Since
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all parts have been manually annotated, the corpus
can be used in training and evaluation. However,
to study specific or less frequent phenomena, huge
corpora might be necessary (Zarrieß et al., 2013).
Our goal is to provide a large collection of nonstandard data for various research fields which includes two non-standard areas, spoken and web
data. The data will be enhanced with several annotation layers, including interaction of tools from
text and speech processing. Due to the size no
full manual annotation is possible, therefore we
opt for a silver standard approach, as exemplified
in (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2010). The silver
standard provides annotation quality between gold
standard and uncontrolled automatic annotation.
For this, we combine information from multiple
tools and annotation layers, include manual and
automatic annotations, and argue for a visible confidence estimation along with annotations. We
present the silver standard idea in Section 3, and
focus on a current set of speech data, for which
we introduce an “unnormalized” layer that constitutes non-standard data for both speech and text
processing pipelines.

2

Data

The data set we focus on here is a collection of German radio interviews. The primary data available
from the radio station consists of recordings of the
interviews (.mp3) and edited transcripts (.pdf)1 .
The data set is non-static, i.e. more interviews
are being added. At the time of writing the set
comprises ca. 100 interviews of about 10 minutes
length each, collected from broadcasts between
May 2014 and July 2016.
The setting of the interviews is such that a host
from the radio station interviews a guest on topics
from the (at that time) current political and social
discussion. The guest appears in a professional role
1 For a few transcripts a .doc file was made available instead
of a .pdf file.
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(political representative, commissioner, founder of
an association, managing director, etc.).
The definition of non-standard data varies with
the task or line of research in which the data is
applied. The NoSta-D corpus (Dipper et al., 2013)
contains several different subcorpora of data that is
considered non-canonical; and while Hirschmann
et al. (2007) state that non-canonical cases can only
be defined with respect to a canon – in their case
a linguistic framework or an annotation scheme,
Petrov and McDonald (2012) go further in the direction of processability by a tool. Transferring
the latter to speech corpora includes e.g. data that
is non-canonical due to recording settings. Additionally, what is non-standard data for one setting
might be completely canonical in another.
Since our goal is to enhance data with various
layers of annotations, we consider this data nonstandard in various respects.
Regarding spoken data, planned or read speech
recorded under laboratory conditions is clearly
more canonical for processing and annotating than
spontaneous conversations recorded in a noisy environment. Our data set is somewhere in between:
semi-planned speech2 , recorded in the studio of a
professional radio station. Despite the latter, the
available audio recordings contain both speakers in
the same file and while there is only little overlap,
we regard the data as non-standard with respect
to processing. An additional dimension for nonstandard speech is the eloquence of the speaker.
While the hosts are professional speakers from the
radio station the guests vary along this dimension.
Regarding written data, newspaper text is adequately processable by most tools. Thus, nonstandard data for these tools includes e.g. web data,
historical data, and also written representation of
features of orality. The transcripts which the radio
station provides are however an edited version of
the interview. The transcriber introduces sentence
borders, corrects the syntax and even adds words
where necessary to form a sentence. Thereby the
transcripts are rather canonical data for text processing and neither include fillers, false starts or
repairs nor do they necessarily keep the original
syntax. Since it is our goal to adapt our text processing tools (in small steps) to more non-standard
data, we reintroduce some of the features of orality
to the transcripts, cf. Section 4, i.e. we create a
closer transcription of what was actually said.
2 Topics

of the interview are probably known in advance.
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3

Silver Standard Approach

The data described in Section 2 is part of an ongoing initiative to create a so called silver standard
collection in the SFB732 3 . It is meant to contain
a large number of annotated resources that vary
with regards to modality, language, domain and
(non-)canonicality. Since manual annotations are
not feasible for such a large data set4 , annotations
need to be created automatically. For this the term
“silver standard” describes a level of annotation
quality between a manually created gold standard
and the unchecked output of automatic processing.
Sections 3.1 to 3.3 outline the annotation project
and describe methods usable to ensure an adequate
level of annotation quality or to provide quality
indicators.
3.1

Variety of Annotations

Besides previously introduced radio interviews the
silver standard collection will contain French radio
conversations and a selection of already available
German and English web corpus data. It covers
different modalities (speech, written transcripts,
textual web data), languages (German, French,
English) and domains (interviews, conversations,
blog/forum posts), making it an ideal source of
non-standard data for many research fields.
While the goal is to provide a large number of
automatically annotated resources that contain various types of non-standard phenomena, we still
need a small set of manually annotated gold data
for training or evaluation. For the German radio
interviews we selected a subset of 20 interviews
and their transcripts, totaling ˜ 3 hours of audio
and ˜ 36.000 written tokens. They are being annotated for part-of-speech (TIGER/STTS guidelines by Brants et al. (2004) and Schiller et al.
(1999) with additions by Seeker (2016)), information status (RefLex scheme by Baumann and
Riester (2012)) and discourse.
The different data sets in the silver standard collection will then receive stand-off annotations created automatically by several tools (cf. Section 3.2)
for multiple layers. Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the annotation workflow. It indicates where
3 SFB:

Sonderforschungsbereich (Collaborative Research Center) http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/
linguistik/sfb732/
4 For example the time cost for prosodic annotations of
speech data according to the Tones and Break Indices (ToBI)
system alone is around 100-200 times the real time (Syrdal et
al., 2001) for experienced annotators.
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Figure 1: Composition of the silver standard collection and annotation workflow for the subset of German
radio interviews (cf. Section 2).
direct human work is involved in the annotation
process and which types of automatic annotations
we plan to make available. Besides this vertical
variety of annotation types there will also be horizontally concurrent annotations for (ideally) each
type. That is, we intend to use multiple tools to
create annotations for the same level. Those (potentially different) outputs can both help to get a
better understanding of the data at hand or offer the
basis for confidence estimations (cf. Section 3.3)
or indicators for processability of data points.
We will also include extra-linguistic information5 as additional annotations, if available. This
allows to incrementally take more context into
account when analyzing data. This is especially
true for speech data, where Lewandowski (2013)
showed the relevance of personality-related information for phonetic convergence.
Besides extra-linguistic information derived directly from the primary data, we also aim to attach
the confidence or scoring values for automatically
created annotations, retrieved from the respective
tools. We argue that the difficulty for automatic
processing presented by non-standard data makes
it particularly valuable to not only look at annotations in isolation when analyzing, but also at the
relative confidence with which the respective tools
made those predictions. By making this information available as additional (meta-)annotation layers in our corpus it can directly be used in exploration tools such as ICARUS (Gärtner et al., 2013)
for investigation together with regular linguistic
features.
5 No

3.2

Automatic Processing

This section gives a (non-exhaustive) overview of
the systems used for automatic annotations in the
silver standard collection.
For processing of text resources we mainly employ pipeline systems covering multiple annotation
layers, e.g.: BitPar (Schmid, 2006; Schmid, 2004),
IMS-SZEGED-CIS (Björkelund et al., 2013), Mate
(Bohnet and Nivre, 2012; Bohnet, 2010), IMSTrans (Björkelund and Nivre, 2015; Björkelund
et al., 2016), FSPar (Schiehlen, 2003), TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1994). Table 1 shows which annotation
layers are covered by those systems.
In addition the IMS HotCoref DE system by
Roesiger and Kuhn (2016) is used for German text
to create automatic coreference annotations.
System
BitPar
ISC
Mate
IMSTrans
FSPar
TT

Syntax
C
C+D
D
D
D

Lemma

+

PoS
+
+
+

Morph.
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

Table 1: List of systems planned to be used for text
processing and the annotation layers they cover (C:
constituency, D: dependency, ISC: IMS-SZEGEDCIS, TT: TreeTagger).
Our pipeline for speech resources is very similar
to the one applied by Schweitzer and Lewandowski
(2013) for the GECO corpus. It uses IMS Festival
Morphology 6 and IMS Aligner (Rapp, 1995) to
6 http://hdl.handle.net/11022/1007-0000-0000-8E71-1

additional identity related data is included.
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produce various annotations on the segment, syllable and word level. We further include an approximation of the F0 contour using PaIntE (Möhler,
1998; Möhler, 2001) and on top of this categorical
prosody labels (e.g. following GToBI(S) by Mayer
(1995)) predicted automatically (Schweitzer, 2010;
Schweitzer and Möbius, 2009).
3.3 Evaluation and Quality
To obtain meaningful confidence estimations for automatic annotations we employ different strategies.
For local (i.e. within one and the same annotation
layer) inconsistencies detection is facilitated using
the approach developed by DECCA (Boyd et al.,
2008). An implementation of their idea for partof-speech and dependency syntax annotations with
an interactive visual front-end exists in one of the
plugins (Thiele et al., 2014) for ICARUS.
Taking information from multiple annotation layers into account, we can exploit various redundancies. In-level (or horizontal) redundancy constitutes for example the output of different tools for
the same annotation type. It can be used to produce
confidence statements based on the agreement of
those tools as shown by Haselbach et al. (2012) for
parser outputs. A pilot study for the web data part
(George, 2016) used a token-based comparison of
the output from three parsers with respect to the
aspects head, label, and the combination of both
(cf. also the “disagree” method from Smith and
Dickinson (2014)). Confidence was derived from
the number of parsers that agreed for a specific
token and mapped to a respective color scheme.
Cross-level (or vertical) redundancy on the other
hand exists when multiple annotation layers describe aspects that are related. If support or contradiction exists between information from different
layers, we can use this to assign tentative confidence or simply mark those data points. Dickinson
(2015) refers to this as making use of annotation
layer inconsistencies, and gives examples for methods taking part-of-speech, syntactic and semantic
information into account. With our spoken data,
additional annotation layers can be taken into account, e.g. with respect to syntactic and prosodic
phrase recognition.
Conventional evaluation of the tools used for automatic annotations will be performed using small
gold subsets, e.g. the one mentioned in 3.1. This
provides us with performance information that we
can attach to entire annotation layers as metadata.
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Note that all these confidence or performance
values (including a tool’s own confidence estimation) are not meant to be used for some a priori
cleaning of the data. Instead they are treated as an
annotation layer and act as possible indicators for
data points which might be of interest or should
be ignored for certain research questions. One can
then produce excerpts of the entire data set based
on the required level of confidence.

4

“Unnormalization”: Including
Features of Orality for Text Processing

As discussed in Section 2, an aspect of the available
interview transcriptions is the omission of features
of orality. While the edited transcript is suited for
text processing, it is unfit for the speech processing
pipeline, when trying to align text and audio data.
For the interviews which are part of the gold standard, we reintroduced some of the omitted features
in a way that the result is neither canonical data
nor an unsolvable puzzle for one of the processing pipelines. Since a step that produces canonical
forms from non-standard data is often referred to as
normalization, we call this step unnormalization.
An important fact is that we consider both types
of available primary data (audio and edited transcript) as equal in status. The text files are not seen
as ’wrong’ transcriptions or annotations, which can
just be changed, but as an interesting source in
its own right, e.g. for research on typing errors
or aspects of edition. Thus, the original primary
data is kept and the modified transcripts are created
as an additional layer based on the primary data.
Furthermore, the decisions made in the original
transcription process are taken into account in the
process of unnormalization. That is, in cases where
several transcriptions are possible and the original
transcription is among them, it is kept.
4.1

Process

The unnormalization is similar to processes of normalization and annotation. Guidelines have been
defined and each interview is modified by two
annotators independently. Adjudication is done
by a third person. The guidelines comprise cases
of spelling errors; missing, additional or different
words; word order; repairs; repeats; and unrepaired
slips of the tongue. Thereby the main principles
are: (i) correct and completely heard words should
be part of the modified transcript, while (ii) the
transcript is changed as little as possible, such that
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the decisions of the transcriber are still reflected.
The results include all fully spoken words (including repetitions) in the original word order from the
audio file. This is helpful for the aligner but introduces non-standard features for the text processing.
On the other hand, the modified transcript does
not include any fillers or words that have been uttered only partially, which would pose a vocabulary
problem for the text processing, but this way the result provides still no optimal representation for the
aligner. Example (1) shows a case where a word
and a filler from an utterance in the audio file were
not included in the transcript (2)7 . In our process
of unnormalization, the filler was also ignored, but
the completely heard word in was added (3).
(1)

äh günstiger
obwohl die [. . . ] in vielfach
although they
in several times ehm cheaper
sind als
are than
’although [. . . ] they have become (in) several times
cheaper than’

(2)

obwohl die [. . . ] vielfach günstiger sind als

(3)

obwohl die [. . . ] in vielfach günstiger sind als

4.2 Quantification
To give a rough quantification, that unnormalization is a first step to non-standard data for text processing, we apply a method from Faaß and Eckart
(2013). They use the robust rule-based dependency
parser FSPar (Schiehlen, 2003), which includes all
input tokens into a dependency graph, but attaches
parts which could not be properly embedded to
the artificial root node. Based on the number of
these attachments and the number of tokens in the
sentence, Faaß and Eckart (2013) compute an error rate and exclude sentences from a web corpus
which are considered less processable.
For our small study we parsed 10 transcripts and
their manually modified counterparts with FSPar.
Since FSPar comes with its own pre-processing
pipeline we leave sentence border detection to this
pipeline and only mark each speaker turn as its own
text.8 Table 2 shows the results of the comparison
between the original and modified transcripts. The
error rate increases slightly for the modified transcript. Thus, the parser encountered more tokens it
could not attach properly to the dependency graph
7 The

error rate

mod. transcript
0.163

Table 2: Processability values based on FSPar.
in the transcripts after the unnormalization step, i.e.
the data became a bit more non-canonical for the
parser. Still, we are far away from the sentences
being hardly parsable at all, which is due to the
official interview situation where at least one of
the participants is a professional speaker from the
radio station.9

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented our approach to create a large silver
standard collection of non-standard data. In particular we discussed one ongoing annotation project
for German radio interviews and their written transcripts. With the size of resources involved making
an exhaustive manual annotation impossible we
instead use existing tools to create (concurrent)
annotations on various linguistic levels. To gain
indicators for annotation quality we estimate confidence values for individual annotations or entire
layers based on consistency checks or redundancy
along horizontal and vertical annotation axes. This
places the silver standard somewhere between true
gold standards and raw automatic annotations in
terms of quality. Data from the SFB732 silver standard collection will be made available for research
purposes, along with CMDI10 metadata and a persistent identifier for each release.
For the future we also plan to further raise awareness regarding the integration of a tool’s own confidence estimation in its output. This is to motivate
developers of both processing tools and data formats to consider those meta-annotations in their
work, as well as to encourage their usage in research and development. We are aware of the current lack of standardization or comparability for
this type of annotation, and therefore will investigate sensible ways of normalization to make confidence annotations a valuable part of NLP data.
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9 Faaß

subject is renewable energy and the larger context
gives a strong indication for this reading.
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